February Pupdate!

Puppy love was in the air this February at our centre, and we hope
you were feeling it too! Our Grey seal pups have been enjoying the return
of the sun out in the pools and we've been hard at work caring for new pups as
they continue to come in. We still have a considerable number of seals to care
for with 28 hungry pups left in our centre, but quite a few will soon be ready
for release!
Read on to find out what we've been up to this month and what's
coming up in March!

Seal Of The Month!
Meet our seal of the month, Freia! She is a grey seal pup who was found at
Hook Head, Co. Wexford on the 20th of February. Freia was quite underweight
and was found amongst plastic bottles and other rubbish that had washed
ashore in the area. She was severely entangled in a monofilament fishing
line that had wrapped tightly around her neck and flippers, causing
deep wounds that would have become much worse as she grew. Our
shorelines are becoming increasingly dangerous to curious, young seal pups,
and Freia is a sad example of the imminent danger presented by marine litter.
Luckily for Freia, she was discovered by a caring member of the public and
reported to SRI for help before the damage could get any worse. Her finder was

so dedicated, that they stayed with her for over two hours while a trained
rescue volunteer could be arranged to help her. Entanglements can be
especially dangerous if improperly removed, so special care needed to be
taken! Once she arrived at our centre the monofilament was carefully removed,
the wounds were cleaned, and she was given an electrolyte solution to keep
her hydrated, and flush out her system.
Over the next two days, Freia surprised us by repeatedly spitting up small
pebbles. The entanglement had likely prevented her from being mobile enough
to hunt and feed on prey, therefore she may have eaten nearby pebbles in
starving desperation! Freia is now receiving that much-needed nourishment in
the form of fish soup, and slowly regaining her strength after this hard start to
life.
If you would like to follow and support a seal pup, like Freia, through
their journey back to the wild, you can adopt one today!
Adopt-A-Seal

February Updates
February Seal Releases
Despite limited opportunities due to
non-stop storms, we were delighted
this month to be able to bid farewell to
9 more healthy Grey seal pups!
One of our most anticipated releases
was Trojan, who was always an
incredibly energetic pup. Getting to
see pups like him head out into the
great wide ocean is what it’s all about!
Other healthy puppers that returned
to the wild this month were Kari,
Alpha, Vela, Phoebe, Sky, Ash,
Chara, Wolf. We wish them well!
Their release videos are coming soon,
but for now, enjoying watching Elara,
Arche, Neptune, Asteroid and
Sagan's release.
Watch the Video!

Dead Seal Database
This month, we be were busy raising
the alarm about the huge rise in dead
seals washing up and being reported
across Ireland's coastlines. In 2020
SRI recorded a total of 202 dead
seal reports.. nearly DOUBLE that
of 2019! And the trend continues: so
far 2021 is starting off strong, with
double the numbers reported from
this time in 2020. While this growth in
reporting is likely due in part to the
greater number of people walking on
beaches, there is nevertheless a
strong
indication
that
negative
environmental factors are at play.
Reports of dead seals made by the
public provide SRI with invaluable data
to gain insight into our wild
populations, identify unusual cases or
problematic areas. Each year we
submit this data to the National
Parks and Wildlife Service so that
we can both better understand
threats facing seals in the wild and
work together to develop strategies to
mitigate these dangers. We rely on
the public to report dead seals to us,
as the more reports we receive, the
more accurate and comprehensive
our database will be.
To report a dead seal, please
contact contact us on our 24/7
Rescue Hotline!

Read More in this News Story

985 Trees Planted in
February!
Planting
season
is
well
underway! Our staff and interns
have been hard at work getting
hundreds of saplings into the ground.
On our first day alone, we
planted 300 trees and we have
planted 985 in 10 native species
overall this month! This is part of
our partnership with Salesforce to
plant 20,000 native trees in Ireland to
help protect wildlife and address the
negative impacts of climate change!
If you would like to support our habitat
restoration efforts, you can donate to
this campaign. Each sponsored tree
will be cataloged with GPS, so you will
be notified when and where your
trees get planted!
Donate Trees!

Coming Up In March
New Virtual SRI
Experience!
Our behind-the-scenes tour is
now available online! This virtual
experience gives you the unique
opportunity to meet our adorable seal
pups up close, from the comfort (and
social distance) of your own home!
The experience is 45 minutes
long and costs €12 per adult
(13+) and €8 per child (2-12).
Watch our pups enjoy an enrichment
activity designed to keep them
mentally stimulated and observe the
seals in our pools dive and compete
for fish at feeding time! You'll get the
chance to ask our knowledgable staff
live questions, and even get €5 off
an adoption package of the seal
of your choice!
Book your time slot today!
Thursdays & Fridays: 5 pm (GMT)
Saturdays & Sundays: 3 pm
(GMT)
Book Now

Sharing the Love:
SRI to aid WRI
We are delighted to announce our
support of another like-minded
charity:
Wildlife
Rehabilitation
Ireland (WRI) for a fundraising
campaign in March! In solidarity
with our fellow wildlife rescuers, SRI is
showing our support during this
crucial time by raising funds for WRI's
NEW interim wildlife rehab centre
in Garlow Cross, Co Meath! WRI is
dedicated to the rescue, rehab and
release of many different species of
birds and terrestrial animals, who also
need our help! Much like SRI, the
demands for their rescue and rehab
services has risen sharply since the
start of covid. Learn more about WRI's
work at http://wri.ie/.

With this campaign, we hope to help
WRI prepare for the influx of baby
animals they are soon expecting this
Spring! With every adoption of
SRI's
Seal
Pup
of
the
Month,
Freia,
50%
of
the
proceeds will go to WRI to help
them get up and running.
Spread the love, and help support
Irish wildlife, both at sea and on land!
Adopt Freia Now!

Virtual Corporate
Volunteering
Are you looking for a safe way to get
involved with SRI from afar? Do you
work for a company with a Corporate
Social
Responsibility
(CSR)
Programme?
In response to the demand for Virtual
Corporate Volunteering Opportunities,
we have created a list of remote
activities where you can support SRI's
work and make a difference in your
own patch, while staying safe,
healthy and reducing the spread
of Covid-19. Join us!
1)
Community
Conservation
Training & Virtual Tour
2) Beach Clean/Litter Pick
3)
Virtual
Rescue
Network
Training
4) Seal Stride Challenge (10+km)
5) Virtual Guided Nature Walk
Find Out More

New FLOAT T-Shirt
Campaign is On the Way!
We are thrilled to announce that
we have partnered once again
with
FLOAT
for
a
NEW
DESIGN! FLOAT (For the Love of All
Things) strives to create awareness &
funding for non-profits worldwide by
conducting limited-edition apparel
campaigns.
This
year's
design
will be
unveiled on the 15th of March
and on sale for one week only,
so mark your calendars! For every
purchase, $8 will go directly to helping

SRI rescue, rehab and release sick,
injured and orphaned seal pups. Stay
tuned for the reveal of our newest
exclusive T-shirt and make sure to
grab yours while you have the chance!

Healthy Seas. Healthy Seals.
Be Kind to Nature This
Spring!
As the days begin to warm, and the
evenings start to stretch (finally!),
many of us will start to venture
outdoors to enjoy the nice weather.
While you’re venturing outdoors with
members
of
your
household,
remember to be kind to Mother
Nature!
1. Do a litter pick in your local
forest or a nearby beach! Not only
will you be beautifying the area for
other people to enjoy, but you also
help to prevent wildlife from being
harmed by litter.
2. Turn your garden into a haven for
native pollinators who are emerging
after the long winter! Try planting
Lavender, Rosemary or Buddleja
to attract friendly bees and butterflies
to your garden! Or even better, let
nature flourish by allowing the
daisies and dandelions go unmowed, bringing colour to your
garden and providing food for hungry
pollinators.
3. Go pesticide-free! An easy way
to keep our waterways healthy is to
avoid putting toxic chemicals (like
commonly used pesticides) into the
ground. All water leads to the ocean,
so what we do on land really matters
when it comes to protecting the
marine environment!
Pollinator-Friendly Planting Guide!

Seal Rescue Superstar - Robyn
Robyn is a graduate of Marine Biology
from the University of Stirling and
Applied Animal Behaviour and Animal
Welfare from the University of
Edinburgh.
She
has
years
of
experience
working
in
wildlife
rehabilitation
in
Scotland
with
everything
from
rabbits
and
hedgehogs to gannets, swans and
guillemots. Now she has joined the
SRI family as an Assistant Animal
Care Manager!
Robyn

has

always

loved

marine

mammals and marine life, and after
working with seals for so long, her
friends have lovingly dubbed her the
‘Crazy Seal Lady’. “Being able to be
around seals every day is a
dream!” she shared. “Being a part
of their rehabilitation and watching
them improve through the different
stages is so rewarding.” She never
ceases to be amazed at the resilience
of some animals and is overjoyed to
be working with a great team of likeminded people.
Volunteer with Us!
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